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Membership Renewal Notice 
 
Membership renewals are due this month. Members whose dues have not 
been received by June 30, 2013 will be dropped from the membership roll and 
will have to complete the entire New Member Application process again! This 
includes arranging a sponsor, making two meetings, getting another range 
orientation and paying the $45 initiation fee!  

Save the $45 dollars and aggravation, RENEW NOW! 
Annual Membership Dues    $90 
New Range Fund assessment    $10 
TOTAL RENEWAL DUES            $100 
Make checks payable to: 
 SW Louisiana Rifle & Pistol Club  
 P.O. Box 518 
 Lake Charles, LA 70602 
If your address has changed, please complete the information below and return with your 
payment. 
Name __________________________________________________________________ 
Old Street Address ________________________________________________________ 
New Street Address ______________________________________________________ 
City, State, Zip Code _____________________________________________________ 
 
Notes from June meeting 
 
Treasurer’s report: 417 members. Expenditures totaled $1960 leaving a checkbook balance of 
$14558. We increased our New Range Fund by $1604 to a total of $46254. 
Range Report: The range is in great shape, but please, drive slowly to preserve our fragile road. 
Match Reports: A Rifle Match was held on 3/17 with 10 shooters. Action Pistol had 10 shooters 
at their March match. No report on the March Bullseye match. 
New Applicants Introduced: Keith Colby, Will Forsyther and Matthew Mansuri introduced 
themselves and made application for membership.  
New Members Voted In: Cody Fontenot, Donald Carlson, Jr., Gerald Gilchrist, Tim Berryhill 
and Mike Phillips were voted into the Club. 
Club Officers for 2013-2014: Jim Ely, President; Pat Prudhome, Vice President; George 
Mowbray, Secretary; Jim Neal, Treasurer; Range Officers are Louis Tomme, Mike Guillot, Jason 
Ardoin and Gary Yantis. 
 
Meeting Discussions: The big topic of the meeting was the ongoing misuse of the ranges. There 
was a lively discussion on the downfalls of our present orientation procedures and comments 
heard by some members regarding misuse of the range or range equipment. 

The Board acknowledges that the weakest part of our membership enrollment process is 
our orientation. Traditionally, each new applicant is required to have a sponsor and that sponsor 
is responsible for conducting a thorough range orientation with the prospective member. This 
leads to considerable inconsistencies in orientations that lead to many of the problems we are 
experiencing. The orientation process may have to change in the future, but it is a difficult thing 
to accomplish because the Club operates solely with volunteers; we do not have a paid staff. 
A Proper Orientation 

The purpose of the orientation is to ensure that prospective new members understand the 
different dedicated ranges that make up the entire club range, as well as understanding the rules 



of our Club, which were written and revised periodically, in an attempt to ensure that accidents, 
that could threaten our very existence, do not happen. Reportedly, when confronted by another 
member of performing a practice that is not allowed in the rules, the response has been 
something to the effect of “they cashed my check; I can do what I want.” This is absolutely 
false and will not be tolerated! 

The first thing a prospective member must understand is that we are a relatively primitive 
range. There is no running water. There are no attendants at the range. There are no janitors at 
the range. Your mother does not work at the range either, so please pick up after yourself. 
Members and guests should always keep a first aid kit with them at the range for emergencies. 
Emergency coordinates are located on the bulletin board next to the flag pole. The address of 
5780 Old Camp Road, Bell City, LA should bring a vehicle with a GPS right to our entrance 
road, although we do not have an official street address. 

When performing orientations, sponsors should walk the entire range with the 
prospective members, explaining the purpose of each area of the range and explaining any 
specific rules that may apply to each area or dedicated range. This information is contained in the 
Club’s rulebook which the prospective member received at their first Club meeting.  

One of the biggest liabilities would be fired round that leaves the range area and hurts or 
kills a person or farm animal, or causes damage to a structure outside of the range. This is the 
reason you see in the rulebook and on signs around the range, that all shots MUST impact the 
earthen berms. A person shooting at targets that are on the ground runs the risk of ricochets that 
could skip over distant berms. Even shooting at close-range targets when the berm is 30 or 40 
yards away can result in ricochets over the berm. The best solution to this is to use the “Multi-
Purpose Bay”, also called the “New Bay” and the “Steel Bay”. This bay is completely protected 
from the other ranges by a side berm and a wall. A person wanting to shoot at 10 or 15 yards 
should use this bay by placing their targets close to the berm, which is at 50 yards, and shoot 
their targets from a position downrange, close to the targets, to ensure their fired bullets impact 
the earthen backstop. To do this a person must move out from under the shed. 

Safe shooting all boils down to common sense and PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY! It 
is incumbent on all of us, as Club members, to respect the rules, to be sure of not only your 
target, but what is beyond your target, and to think about where your fired-round will go after it 
impacts your target! 
 
Announcements: Volunteers are still needed for the 4-H shoots on May 22nd through 26th. Note 
the entire range will be closed on these dates! 
 

MAY JUNE JULY 
11: BULLSEYE MATCH* 
18: ACTION PISTOL MATCH* 
19: RIFLE MATCH (VFS)* 
22-26: 4-H MATCH*** 

8: BULLSEYE MATCH* 
23: RIFLE MATCH (VFS)* 

6: HANDGUN FUN SHOOT* 
21: RIFLE MATCH (VFS)* 
 
 

Match dates in BOLD indicate that the entire range is closed. 
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